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This is the first ever standalone travel guide to the worldâ€™s newest country. South Sudan has

emerged from decades of inaccessibility as a vibrant and diverse destination. One of the worldâ€™s

largest wetlands, tropical forests and the second-largest wildlife migration on earth draw nature

lovers in pursuit of experiences far from the madding crowd, while tribal peoples such as the Dinka,

Bari and Zande preserve unique cultures thousands of years in the making. With detailed maps and

extensive coverage of security issues, the guide includes coverage of disputed and unstable areas

for the benefit of aid workers and business travelers.
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â€œBradt reaches the parts other travel publishers donâ€™t reachâ€• The Independent

Two years after achieving independence, South Sudan is in the midst of tremendous change: as the

country seeks to define itself, now is the perfect time to witness this exciting transition. Immerse

yourself in the hectic energy of Juba, the worldâ€™s youngest capital, or tackle Grade 5 rapids on a

white-water rafting trip from Nimule. Explore the remarkable biodiversity of five national parks and

capture a glimpse of the elusive â€˜Big Fiveâ€™. Â With comprehensive, up-to-date information on

everything from safety and health to cultural etiquette and transportation, Bradtâ€™s South Sudan

appeals to a broad audience of expats and first-time visitors. The first standalone printed guidebook

by a leading publisher, this guide is an indispensable companion to a beguiling nation in its infancy;

let Sophie and Max inspire you to explore the secrets of the worldâ€™s newest country.Â 



Plenty of good background info but some details have changed since publication. Will get you round

the country OK. As usual with Bradt the street plans are poor and not as easy to use as lonely

planet.

Item was as described.

Has good detail and was helpful covering a country without much available in print

It is so hard to find information on this turbulent area of the world that this is wonderful. Bradt is a

known name in travel guides and my library is happy to have this book.

This is one of the worst and most incorrect travel books that is available about any country and that I

encountered in decades of travelling and living in many countries around the globe. Too much

'information' is so wrong that it sometimes is even dangerous to rely on it, particularly in a country

like Sudan. Where there is an established bridge the authors make you believe that one must take a

ferry.Apparently not too much has been corrected or even newly researched for this third edition,

when one compares it to edition 1 of a few years back.Information regarding how to reach sites

frequently is so imprecise or missing at all that hardly anybody is ever able to locate a number of

sites, instead the 'new' authors rely on taking a local ricksha or donkey cart to get you there.

Certainly no traveller with his own vehicle will ever be able to locate a number of localities. Even

some of the very few given GPS coordinates are not accurate. Several interesting locations are not

mentioned at all. Road or track conditions are at times wrong or missing at all. Important

accommodation facilities are unknown to that 'guide', which is inexcusable as Sudan doesn't have

many possibilities anyway. Prices can't always be correct, so this is not criticised.It appears that the

new authors probably have visited the museum in Khartoum and otherwise were quickly, if at all,

driven by some sort of guide to a few common places only, without grasping very much of what

goes on and where they really are.Save your money or at least be very careful when using that

'travel guide'.Regrettably there are not many choices, or no other choices, when it comes to Sudan.

A traveller to Sudan most probably has more adventurous and explorative characteristics than usual

and therefore should be prepared better to `handle' that book, hopefully.Background: I live in Sudan

and have just finished another 4-week self-drive tour with my own 4x4 across all of Sudan, including

severe desert crossings and to a number of places and regions that are not even mentioned in that



book. It would have been quite hair-raising and at times dangerous having had to rely on that book,

although each and every part of that `guide' was studied and verified when travelling and

exploring.Note: that 4-week tour was done alone with my wife, no guide whatsoever, no other

vehicle, and no guidance whatsoever from anybody or any tour operator and it was wonderful.

This guide book is poorly written. Most of the information is outdated before it was even published

due to the rapidly changing situation in South Sudan and the present civil war. It is obvious that

much of the information was obtained 2nd or even 3rd hand. Do not waste your money buying this

book. I work in South Sudan and know this book will be of little value to the visitor to South Sudan.

I felt it was not well researched and thin on info, thus disappointed. Both the Sudans should have

been included.-I've lost my enthusiasm for Bradt and cancelled my South Sudan order
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